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The Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE) is a private, non-governmental
board of school,Education in India. It conducts two examinations in over all India: -by the Indian
Certificate of Secondary Education (ICSE) and The Indian School Certificate (ISC) boards.

The Indian Certificate of Secondary Education (ICSE) Examination is a K-10 public board
examination for students in India who have just completed their Class X. Seven subjects has to be
taken by the candidates, out of which four are compulsory and three subjects can be optional to
choose by candidate. Candidates must have English and Environmental Education as compulsory
subjects and may go for the other maximum fiveto appear for the exams.

Study says that nearly 345 schools have been recorded in the year 2011 records which are running
in India.  It is compulsory for all the International schools to include maximum IB programs (i.e.
MYP, PYP, and DP) in their education pattern.

â€˜IASLâ€™(International association of school librarianship) has marked some criteriaâ€™s for International
Schools to be follow in their school pattern are as follows:-

1. Transferability of studentsâ€™ education across any international school

2. A moving population (sometimes recorded higher than in national public schools)

3. Multinational and multilingual student admission is possible there

4. An international curriculum (i.e. IB - DP, MYP, and PYP) is used there to teach the students with
a common language English.

5. International certification (e.g. CIS, IBO, North Eastern ASC, Western Ass. of Schools and
colleges, etc.) should be attached with the international schools running in India.

6. A temporary and multinational teacher population should recruit here

7. Usually English or bi-lingual as the language of instruction is used in the international schools

Generally the children of international businesses employees, international organizations, foreign
embassies, NGOâ€™s, missions, or missionary programs are taking admission in international schools
in India.  International schools are also charging comparatively higher fees as from common schools
because they are providing you the international standardized teachers, staffs, and study materials
which are very much helpful to acquire the higher studies and jobs in the same nation or abroad too.

Top International Schools in Delhi â€“

Delhi is becomes the hub center of hosting many international schools. They are promising schools
in providing the world class education and infrastructure.  

Amity International School is a chain of co-ed schools affiliated to CBSE, and renowned for
providing top-class education and a creative teaching & learning environment. The USP of the
school is its tie-up with the Europe India Foundation especially from Germany.
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Ganga International Schoolis a host of amenities like hostel, co-curricular clubs,and laboratories,
play ground with all international equipmentâ€™s of games for their students. Students prefers it an ideal
that offers them the best facilities for their all-round development.Bhatnagar International
Foundation School is a prestigious school that helps children to release their full potential, in
academics as well as through anextent of co-curricular activities. Such type of education makes
your child to be a responsible citizen of a country and even towards their family too.

Mostly all the international schools are offering leisure treatments to their students in which horse
riding, foreign trips, best nutritional food services are some additional options which other schools
are hardly providing to their students. Studies say, the annual fees of such schools may cost
between 3-4 lakhs per annum. 

Several international schools already have been teaching poor children (EWS) voluntarily. However,
after RTE, they have to admit 25% children additionally in the junior class, who will be taught for free
or at very nominal fees from the normal charges.

You can also look for various international schools in Dwarka who are providing the similar facilities
to their students. Schools like MBS International School, Icon International School, MDH
International School, etc.
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 - About Author:
Writer is school advisor of OnlineSchoolAdmissions.com â€“ a portal that provides free of cost
consultancy to parents and schools for fast and easy online school admission process. Parents can
locate a Schools in Dwarka or a International Schools in Dwarka of their choice selected from the
directory of schools listed on the site and applies to them. They can also search for a International
Schools in Dilshad Gardenas per their choice and fill up the school application forms online.
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